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Airbloom by Stefan Borselius
Nature, with its shifting seasons and multitude of forms, is the source of inspiration for this addition
to ICF’s collection of acoustic screens. Airbloom modules are made from molded felt fiber and are
available in ten standard colors. Modules hook into one another and are hung on a wall mounted
straight rail, curved ceiling rail, or directly to a drop ceiling using special brackets.
Bower Collection and Nest Table by Adam Goodrum
The Bower Collection is inspired by the rambling-style nests created by the bowerbird of Goodrum’s
native Australia. Open, organic and gentle, this collection of work pods, lounge chairs and
adjustable screens brings a natural and calm aesthetic to the workplace. The architecture of the
collection’s design also supports visual and acoustical privacy. Entirely modular, the Bower range of
products is designed for ease of assembling on-site in work places.
Nest is a set of two tables that functions together or individually. When stacked, they create totemic
shapes that add interest to any room. When deployed, they cantilever over sofas, beds and chairs, or
simply float around a room. Mix and match your set of Nest tables from a range of powder coated
aluminum colors, laminates and wood to create a custom configuration that suits your home or
office.
Lovi Trees by Anne Paso
Add a little magic to offices, public spaces, store displays, events or to your home. Lovi trees are
made from the highest quality PEFC certified birch plywood. The birch wood comes from Finnish
forests, which are re-planted after felling. Both Lovi Spruce Trees and Lovi Trees are quick to
assemble without the need of any tools. The trees are packed flat for easy shipping. Lovi Trees provide
a sense of wonder and delight to any space. Water not required!
Monza Chair Series by Konstantin Grcic
The Monza Bistro Chair has a beech wood structure lacquered natural or black stained. Like all
Monza chairs its backrest is polypropylene and is available in black, white, caffe latte, caramel or terra
brown. The Monza Bistro seat is made of polyurethane foam with a flexible integral skin matched to
the backrest colors.
The Monza Outdoor Armchair has a sturdy iroko wooden structure that is oil treated to provide
further protection. Its backrest is polypropylene in black, white, traffic red, yellow green, light blue,
wine red, cafe latte, caramel, or terra brown colors.
Mood Chair Series by Hans Thyge & Co.
Mood is based on an animated design that plays on subtle references to the human body. The
beautifully shaped seat with its textured surface prevents you from sliding forward on the seat. A
slight waterfall on the seat edge creates an open angle between upper body and legs, thereby
extending comfort over longer periods. And a distinctive backrest gently meets your lumbar to ensure
that you are sitting in an upright posture.
The Mood chair series consists of six models, each with their own functionalities, yet which still fit
into the collection as a whole. The many models, choices of shell colors and upholstery combinations
make Mood an extremely versatile chair that allows for a variety of design expressions.

Penne Chair by Julia Läufer & Marcus Keichel
Penne combines the spirit of Scandinavian chair design with the requirements of the modern
contract furniture market. The chair was intended to be an iconic piece of furniture and a real
industrial product - Penne is the world’s first chair that incorporates laminated wooden tubes in its
design thereby reducing weight and use of resources. Craftsmanship and technology meet in a
unique concept. Penne is the winner of the Red Dot Award 2017!
These designs can be viewed in the ICF/Unika Vaev space 1119, at the NeoCon East Show

The ICF Group is pleased to sponsor the NeoCon East 2017 Keynote presenters
at the ICF Group Keynote Theater, located on the show floor.
The keynote line up is as follows:
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ICF Group – ICF, Unika Vaev and Nienkämper
•••
Each of the three companies Unika Vaev, ICF and Nienkämper that now comprise the ICF Group is
founded on classic and contemporary designs. Our products are built using the highest standards of
manufacturing, designed for durability and ease of use, and whenever possible our products and processes
respect the environment.

